DAY ONE -
Vocab: *Do 5 vocabulary words this week
Review the WAL information from your Class Notes.
Narrate (tell about, summarize) orally about this information to a parent.
Read Chapter 8 of *The Scarlet Letter*.
*Journal 1 page about Chapter 8. Have you journaled about your likes/dislikes of this book, in general, yet? IF NOT, do that today instead of journaling about chapter 8, in particular. If you have journaled enough about your likes/dislikes about the book, then journal about the changes taking place in how the town views Hester, in Hester herself, and in the changes taking place in Chillingworth. Be sure to give your ideas and thoughts, NOT just details about what you have read. Your journaling should be sentences and paragraphs.

DAY TWO
Read Chapter 9 of *The Scarlet Letter*. Be looking for answers to "Dig Deeper" question #13 as you read. . . how Hawthorne sets up contrasting situations or descriptions of Dimmesdale and Chillingworth, characterizing Dimmesdale as a man of light (Godly) and Chillingworth as a man of darkness (demonic)
*Journal 1/2 page about Chapter 9. You might journal about the "Dig Deeper" question # 13 as described above under "Read Chapter 9. . ."

DAY THREE -
Read: Chapter 10 of *The Scarlet Letter*.
*Complete the "Analysis" section of the study guide for chapters 8 - 11 (on website).
*Journal 1 page about Chapter 10. You might journal about Chillingworth and how he is viewed in the town, about him wanting to live with Dimmesdale and what his motives might be, about the difference between the settings (description) of the two men's rooms. If one man is to represent science and one man spirituality, how each might provide healing for Dimmesdale and yet why neither seems to be working.

DAY FOUR
Read Chapter 11 of *The Scarlet Letter* and Take notes as you read. If you own the book you are reading, write the notes in the margin. If not, use a piece of paper and put it in your journal section.
*Complete the "Dig Deeper" section of the study guide for chapters 8 - 11, p.p. 21 & 22.
*First name A-J Write-Using the handout "Bloom's Critical Thinking Cue Questions, write a discussion question from your reading of *The Scarlet Letter* Chapters 8 -11. Write down the question and your answer. Come to class prepared to discuss your question.
*First name K-Z Select-a quote you find significant from chapters 8 - 10. Your quote should address one of the Critical Thinking Cues from the "Bloom's Critical Thinking Cue Questions". Write down the Chapter and Page # of the quote and your thoughts on it. Bring it to class and be prepared to share.
*Journal 1/2 pg. - about the verse at the top of this assignment sheet. How does it relate to *The Scarlet Letter*?

*Make your own Scarlet Letter - what is a sin with which you struggle? Make a letter to represent it. **Have fun with this.** Be creative and elaborate. We will share our letters with each other in class and explain the sin they represent.
*Wear your Scarlet Letter for a day or two at home or as you are out and about. Pay attention to how this makes you feel.
*Be sure to WEAR your letter to class to present it.

Optional Honors: Follow Syllabus

Optional History: Follow syllabus